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The  options  of  historical  source  crisis  in  the  works  devoted  to  the  Crimean  conference,  1945  are
determined. The objective reason of insufficient source treatment is the tradition to consider the Crimean
conference globally in one publication is found. Wherein, starting from 1945 the historical texts about
Yalta are being created not just using simple analysis of facts, but bright combination of the micro
historical mode of life with macro history of the event. Evidently, in connection with impossibility to
grasp the immensity, historians started to ignore firm rules when working with historical sources in favor
of emotional coloring the text and wide analysis of the associates’ strategies geopolitics.
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Topicality: the Crimean conference (1945) left a deep trace in conscious minds of
the Europeans and Asians as a historical event. It fixed the genesis of the New World,
the emergence of the new configuration of the borders between European and Asian
countries. It was quite natural for the event with such considerable resonance to attract
dozens if not hundreds opinions of the scientists from the USSR, the USA, Great
Britain,  France,  Japan,  etc…  Later  on,  the  scientists  from  Russia,  Ukraine  and
Belorussia paid much of their attention to the event. However, behind those hundreds
of articles and dozens of monographs the essential unit of historical study seemed to
melt in the texts and thoughts of the historians. The thing is Chronology.

Object: chronology of the Crimean conference.
Subject: «Historical source» as a phenomenon of «Yalta meetings» historiography.
Objective: determination crisis parameters of the historical source in Crimean

conference scientific works.
Tasks: to make outline of historiographical basic steps of the Crimean conference;

identify the range of the sources concerning «Yalta meetings»; to denote
methodological principles of historioghapic works and the sources concerning
«Yalta»; to fix aberrations in «scientific ethics» reality and designate its grounds; to
suggest resolution options for particular crisis context.

Main results of scientific research: Both in Russian Federation, partly in Ukraine
the efforts of historians are based on soviet studs: archival publications, theoretical
developments, methodological clichés. The claim is rather bold as for the beginning of
the article but I beg to take it as a theoretical bill that would be explained below. At
present stage the claimed thesis presupposes denoting the stages of the soviet
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consideration of the Conference 1945 as a historical event. The longest journey of the
crisis situation began with the first step. It had of course its latent period, maturation
and development. Its roots should have been found in the soviet scientific school.

Perhaps the first soviet work devoted to the Crimean conference became
A. S. Yerusalimsky’s public report and its reprint [2]. In this booklet we may find
fundamental elements of all further study of soviet historiography. Let us group the
elements in several points.

Firstly, the booklet captures total information about the Crimean conference,
starting from arguments about where the conference should be held and ending by
geopolitical analysis of all the solutions.

Secondly, before starting analyzing the problem the reader is forewarned about the
most typical features of the west historiography in the shape of telegraph sketches or
publicistic passages.

Thirdly, precise dissection of the Crimean conference to several topical units:
«Poland point», «Yugoslavia point», etc.

Another valuable book in soviet tradition is, of course, S.B. Sosinsky’s monograph
[12]. Sergey Bronislavovich brings new ideas and techniques in soviet historiography
concerning «Yalta». Primarily, it’s an effort to orient the enormous amount of the
material to figure out the U.S. position in 1945 and in the midst of Cold War. It’s
rather political science than historical task. Although it was being settled by historians.
S.B. Sosinsky, for example, brings in the tradition of Yalta’ comprehension lyrical
notes of micro history. It concerns the description of Anglo-American delegation
loading on the aircraft on Malta [12, p.50]. When describing almost dramatized Stalin
emergence in conference hall much attention is paid to delegation movements, single
items of landscape and service. Eventually, the book makes an impression of some
mixture of ethnography with geopolitics; verbal «tightrope-walking» of associates is
brightly expressed.

The collection of V.Y. Sipoles works presents another direction of soviet
historiographical school [8; 9]. Thus, apologists’ essays following the tradition are
much more restrained, they contain more facts and analytic reviews. However, they
don’t omit local history description passages that help to produce total impression of
the conference as the global world event (more detailed description in the articles [14;
15]).

After the USSR collapse the subjects of the Crimean conference no longer present
any interest for historical community. Thus in Russia only several books presenting
«Yalta» are published, among them we should pick out B.N. Slavinskiy monography
[10]. By the fact, the book remains apart and doesn’t have any followers.

Since 1992 no dissertation was defended on the stated subjects in Russia. Articles
and sections of monographs concerning Yalta strictly followed soviet traditions
sometimes even considerably yielding to them. Thus, when soviet authors filled their
works with massive quotes from English sources, which aim was not just cross
recheck of material, but they were rich in mentioning historical facts. Vice versa
modern publications are as a rule entirely oriented on Russian texts and strictly follow
published there verbatim reports.
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In Ukrainian historiographic tradition Yalta agreements do only exist in the context
of the history of Ukraine, they are of its interest and serve for clarifying key
parameters of the Ukrainian history of mid- XX century. All other variety of meanings
although is consumed but doesn’t undergo historical discussion. This fact neglects
soviet traditions, but not in methodological context (here they stick to parameters), but
when dealing with ideological restrictions and connotations [1, p. 40–41].

Since 1995 it becomes possible to talk about the Crimean direction if not the
Crimean school. Unlike Russian and Ukrainian colleagues, the Crimean
historiographers demonstrated extreme research activity. Books containing new
archival and memorandum documents [4; 17; 18], complex monographs [19] are
published. Scientific references opening new aspects of the problem are produced
[16]. The Crimeans start organizing thematic conferences [3; 13; 20; 22].

At present judging by the amount of publications issued and conducted scientific
arrangements the Crimean historiographic unit «Yalta» is actually concerned as the
engine of the matter. Neither Russian, nor Ukrainian tradition can be equal to it. But
the Crimean direction entirely apprehended the majority of the soviet investigatory
methodologies and their features. Moreover the Crimean researches have perfected
them logically therefore the situation reached its dead end. This is a peculiarity of any
research tradition on its highest point and thereby unable to transforming or self-
reflection. At this stage it becomes possible to denote structural drawbacks of the
system. The drawbacks offset in the moment of development and almost unseen in
faint efforts of Yalta’ colleagues from Russia and Ukraine, but visible enough in the
Crimean research works.

The main structural  or  if  you wish to call  it  systemic problem of  the Crimeans is
the problem concerning ethics and source study. Let’s try to find out what the Crimean
conference of 1945 means for soviet (therefore the Crimean) historians. The analysis
of scientific works leads to discouraging conclusion. The unified reality as it seems at
first glance falls apart into single locuses and units when reading thoughtfully and
analyzing details. Thus, examining links and commentaries we ascertain in coexisting
of another political, military, medical, psychological reality… Each source is not a
brick in fundamental monograph (article), but a separate «brush» growing by itself
beside a well or a porch. This is a piece of a landscape, but not constructive element of
a building.

The sources are introduced almost without any attribution as undoubted facts than
don’t need any verification. The question about its reliability doesn’t come up.
Sometimes several pages of the text contain Bacchanalia of source study: historical
military facts confirmed with encyclopedia links, political history is grounded at ease
by memorandum of the politicians, private correspondence and references to
conventional (that doesn’t mean reliable) collections of documents.

Cross analysis of the sources as it should be doesn’t exist at all the same applies to
systematic work and representativeness. New data input occurs as simple as reference
to classic monograph and these two methodologically different processes are almost
impossible to distinguish in the text. In fine these are the most typical features of a
modern history [10]. The absence of documental editions (fully devoted to publishing
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new documents, their analysis, atribution, etc.) is the main proof of the above
statement. The only exception may be considered the only one publication although
having significant reservations.

The objective reason for such frivolous treatment of procedural manipulations of
scientific moral was the ambition to immediately and completely enlight the Crimean
conference: starting with Orange tree questions in Vorontsov Palace entry and ending
with philosophical and economic problems concerning reparations with Germany.
This ineradicable eagerness to generalize occurs in many of «Yalta» scientific works,
the «romantic» feature that makes scientists feel as if they had been an object of
mockeries, when filling their texts with absolutely different types of sources (on micro
and micro levels).

What was the reason of such eagerness to mix facts and events from different flats
of the historical event? Why the tendency became determinative? There should exist
distinct and clear facts which made the tendency iron rule.

The answer is in the concept «historical source» itself.
Historical canvas is lively displayed in memorandums and letters. A historian like

no one else can describe finishing facilities problems or emotional characteristics of
the Americans as they are from the point of view of a soviet NKVD co-worker. In this
unit we can feel time pulse, fluttering of the historical epoch and wobbling of the
reality veil. But when passing from theory discussion to the decisions made on the
Conference or the progress of negotiations a historian confuses and hesitates. He
suddenly starts to stick to published verbatim reports, obeying the facts stated there.
«Yalta» historian follows it matching real events with the document. This effect
produced by such matching was distinctively described by Y.A. Svyatets [7, p. 44–
47]. His conclusions beautifully explain the aberration established when referring to
the verbatim reports of the Conference. When developing the question, we should
mention that there is no reality behind the words «Verbatim report of the Crimean
conference». Thus, in fact at the Crimean conference meetings no verbatim reports
were made at all. The interpreters were making personal, operative notes about the
negotiations progress. Afterwards the notes were summarized to a single relatively
sequential unit and reprinted. We have no information about any corrections made or
cupping the document at this stage. The emended text was target for private archive of
I.V. Stalin and for administrative use. It didn’t aim to fully, comprehensively enlighten
the event. The material became the basis for soviet publications which were
completely expressed in classical compilation [11]. The edition was docked and
original documents unavailable. In fact, a researcher had no documents of full value
(the American compilation also had similar drawbacks and both publications still had
no cross-check till now (!).

Thereby, either microfacts or the so-called «sources of specific origin» (letters,
diaries, memorandums…) remained the only historical sources [5, 6]. For a historian,
a verbatim report was just a scheme, the only one and … inevitable. It excluded any
interpretation or comprehension. Creation liberty could only manifest itself in
microhistory and ethnography.
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N. A. Narochnitskaya’s efforts [21] in solving the dilemma and providing the
researchers with worthy materials from Stalin’s folder enjoyed partial success. The
materials appeared to be far from perfection. And they were not even published in full.
Neither were brought into circulation private official remarks on the documents,
although made by I.V. Stalin’s distinct handwriting. The original documents remain
closed up to the present.  Therefore,  the experts  have no clear  direct  sources till  now
just indirect and sometimes doubtful ones.

Conclusion. The historiography of Yalta conference exuberates with theses,
articles, monographs published in Russian, Ukrainian and Belorussian languages since
1945, despite the source study basis being rather narrow. Schematic, docked and some
few chaotic set of verbatim reports about the conference on one hand and a lively
canvas of verbal history on the other. A historian was forced to neglect all sorts of
scientific etiquette rules in order to make full review on the conference process. An
unlucky star of the historiography related to Yalta – 45 demanded not simple analysis
of the facts, but bright combination the micro and macro history of the event, not
omissing global vision of Yalta role in the postwar political game. Evidently, because
of the impossibility of comprehending the immensity and being only oriented at the
first soviet scientific works, the scientists started to neglect the immutable rules of
historical source processing. Unfortunately Ukrainian and Russian scientists
«inherited» this inaccurate aberration. Moreover, neglecting scientific ethics occurs
among most of historians (active publishers) who have to apply the sources of
different origin and classes in their scientific works. The blow that stroke scientific
etiquette

Weak source study basis and boundless geopolitical task that stroke scientific
etiquette like a blow can just be retorted by the strictness of thought and dry facts, as a
consequence of scrupulous work on original texts related to Yalta – 45 (verbatim
reports, official notes, record books, etc.)
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